
Pig & Pike Fishing Lodge
Stefan OlSSOn 
At Pig & Pike Fishing Lodge you will experience fishing in a 
natural environment and where your accommodation is in a 
newly built self-catering cottage directly next to the fishing 
waters. Here you will have the opportunity to fish for large 
“river pike” in both the river and the lake system. You will also 
be able to fish for zander and perch. Fishing pressure at our 
water is low, so you will have the lake all to yourself a lot of the 
time. An area where you are more or less alone and where you 
will usually be the first to cast your rod after that special pike.

The lake system is so large that you can easily fish the entire 
week without being able to fish all of the interesting and ex-
citing fishing spots. From Arlanda Airport, it is only a 3-hour 
drive by car.

You fish for pike and the best times for the really big pike are 
during spring and late autumn.
Check out Pig & Pike Fishing Lodge’s waters on: kanalgratis.se 
Youtube and search for Riverpike 4, 5, and 6 which the owner 
of kanalgratis, Johan Ruhe and I fish in my waters.
Your accommodation is in a scenic and secluded spot on a 
promontory on the lake in a newly built self-catering cottage 
for four persons with a kitchen, shower and toilet. Two well 
equipped boat can be rented.
You can also go out with me for a full guided day on the water 
with my guide boat.
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Newly built self-catering cottage 

ContaCt InformatIon 
Company: Pig & Pike fishing lodge. Stefan Olsson
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Website: www.isnas.se
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